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As the field of artificial intelligence continues to advance, researchers have discovered

that large language models (LLMs) exhibit a fascinating phenomenon known as

"emergent capabilities." These abilities, which are not explicitly programmed into the

model, often appear suddenly as the model size increases. Unlike the predictable

performance of smaller models, emergent capabilities showcase the potential for LLMs to

develop a wide range of complex skills that can significantly impact various applications,

including education.

These emergent capabilities are typically discovered through extensive experimentation

and analysis, sometimes only after the LLM has been deployed in real-world applications.

Researchers have identified hundreds of such abilities, demonstrating the incredible

potential of LLMs in various domains.
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Examples of Emergent Abilities

The emergent abilities observed in LLMs span a wide range of tasks and skills,

showcasing the versatility and adaptability of these models. Some examples include:

● Multi-step arithmetic: LLMs can solve complex mathematical problems by

breaking them down into smaller steps and processing them sequentially.

● College-level exam performance: LLMs have demonstrated the ability to

understand and answer questions at the college level, showcasing their potential

for advanced learning applications.

● Identifying intended meaning: LLMs can decipher the intended meaning of a

word or phrase in context, allowing them to generate more accurate and

contextually relevant responses.

● Chain-of-thought prompting: LLMs can maintain a coherent line of thought across

multiple prompts, enabling more natural and engaging conversational interactions.

● Decoding the International Phonetic Alphabet: LLMs have shown the ability to

decode and understand the symbols used in the International Phonetic Alphabet,

indicating their potential for language learning and linguistic analysis.

● Unscrambling word letters: LLMs can rearrange jumbled letters to identify the

original word, demonstrating their pattern recognition and problem-solving

abilities.

● Identifying offensive content in code-switched languages: LLMs can detect

inappropriate content in mixed-language text, such as Hinglish (a combination of

Hindi and English), highlighting their potential for content moderation and cultural

understanding.

● Generating English equivalents of Kiswahili proverbs: LLMs can produce English

translations or equivalents of proverbs from other languages, showcasing their

cross-cultural understanding and creative language generation capabilities.


